The BFG: By The Owls Class
(The BFG- Matthew C- strides onto the stage and moves to the words of the poem)
Jack H:
Isabel:

Soaring above the city skyscrapers
Sliding through the silent streets
Darting, dashing between the stretching shadows
Striding, peering, blowing into tiny windows

Maddie B:

Carefully grasping his old leather case
Tin trumpet blasting dancing dreams

Cayden:

Shining eyes like precious diamonds
A huge heart made of gold.

Tiana:

Dazzling dream maker in full flow
Scrambled words fall out of his mouth

Ruby:

Lifetime friend delivering dreams
Hiding from the scary giants

Charlotte:

Special Sophie sitting sweetly
Taking off together to sprinkle dreams.

Carrie:

Sneaking through the small block streets
No one sees him blowing his dreams.

Sophie – Summer- and other girls (Sophie Terry, Sophie Trafford, Charlotte, Grace,
Poppy, Isabel, Tiana, Ruby, Carrie) are lying in bed. Night-time sounds can be
heard. They are all soundly asleep, apart from Sophie who is restless. She wakes up
and starts to wander around, acting to the words of the poem
Year 5 Boys: The witching hour
When the monsters of the night appear
Twinkling stars
A magical diamond moon glistening in the pitch black sky
Sophie Terry: The world is not the same any more
A parallel universe
A piece of hell or a fateful destiny?
A moment of joy, or a moment of horror?
Year 5 Girls: The witching hour
Sophie is in a black hole
Quivering with fear

Teeth chattering
Poppy:

Blood vessels trembling
Frightened to the bone
Jaw dropping in disbelief
Blood as cold as icicles

Year 6 Boys: Heart pounding, skipping a beat
Heavy breathing
Mind racing
Knees shaking and knocking
Year 6 Girls:

(BFG appears)

Shivers and tingles spiral down her spine
Melted in the shadows
Just before a giant wrinkly hand with
Bony fingers reaches through the window

(BFG snatches Sophie and pulls her away)
Isla:

Anonymously, Sophie is plucked
She tries to scream but she just can’t
Is this the end?
It’s the witching hour.

(Sophie and the BFG leave the stage. Three angry giants appear and lay down:
Bloodbottler Jack H, Bonecruncher Matthew W and Childchewer Oliver)
Harvey: Giant Country is a cold, unfriendly place.
Oliver: Giants never seen before by human eyes pace around and wait for the night.
Charlotte:

Bloodbottler!
The largest and the finest giant of all!
Flat headed
Colossal body

Ruby:

Huge yellow teeth ready to snap!
Gets furious all the time!
Destroys everything in his way!
Foul and as foolish as ever

Isla:

Sharp, vicious bloodthirsty, black fangs
As spiky as 20 sharpened knives,
He will pluck you from your covers

Sophie Terry:

Tip you down the bottomless black hole
Watch out he’s coming for you tomorrow,

You’re the next victim!
Jack H:

Tiana:

I’m the tallest giant,
I’m the biggest giant,
I’m the most terrifying giant,
I’m the leader of all the giants,
And I’m coming for England next!
Bonecruncher!
The roar of the grotesque brute
The thundering of each hairy toe
Scraping on the ground

Matthew W:

I tower above the caring BFG
With a nose filled with blood
It drips onto my supper
Before it reaches my gloomy throat
And I’m ready to swallow.

Matthew C:

Childchewer!
Ferocious, malicious,
Angry, ravenous,
Eyes bulging out of his sockets

Oliver:

I’m never afraid of anything.
I’m fierce and grotesque,
I’m taller than the Eiffel tower
I pluck human beans
And I drop them into my mouth

(The 3 giants leave the stage and the BFG and Sophie reappear)
Scene 1:
Sophie: (running away) Please don’t EAT me!
BFG: Eats you! I won’t eats you. I am the big, friendly giant, the BFG.
Sophie: Thank goodness. Is this where you live?
BFG: This is Giant Country. You must be very careful here. Those other giants eat
human beans for supper.
Sophie: I’d better be careful. Why are your ears so, so…big?
BFG: They are magical and exquoddydumptious; I can hear the whispers of the
world.
Sophie: Every quiet thing?

BFG: Of course, that’s how I heard you in the first place. You breathe so loudly. I
knew you was wideawakes.
Emily, Isla, Catherine, Madison: Every breathing sound,
The heart of Sophie pumping
The sound of hunting ants
The scuttling of spiders
Ladybugs arguing about their spots
Sophie: That’s extraordinary! (There is a loud bang and the sound of footsteps).
What is that noise?
Scene 2
Bloodbottler (Jack H): (bursts on) ‘Ello runt!

(Sophie hides behind the BFG)
(The giants all run on and begin to push the BFG)
BFG: No! Please stop!
Maidmasher (Joe): Throw him to me Butcherboy!
Butcherboy (Olivia): Catch him, Maidmasher!
Maidmasher (Joe): There, Manhugger!
Manhugger (Matthew S): Go long, Meatdripper!
Meatdripper (Harvey): To you, Gizardgulper!
Gizardgulper (Thomas): Watch out, Fleshlumpeater!
Fleshlumpeater (Jack L): Here, Childchewer!
Childchewer (Oliver): Catch, Bloodbottler!
Bloodbottler (Jack H): Watch shall we do with him!
Bonecruncher (Matthew W): Let’s do it again!
BFG: Stop! Please!

(The Giants all laugh evilly)
Sophie: (Quietly) Why are they doing this?
BFG: They is mean bullies and they is waiting for tonight.
Sophie: What will they do tonight?
BFG: Same as every night. They gobbles up human beans!

(BFG and Sophie run off; the other giants follow, leaving Fleshlumpeater,
Maidmasher and Meatdripper)
Poppy:

The Fleshlumpeater!
He’ll snatch you from your cosy bed
Drop you into his mouth

Maddie B:

He will swallow you in one
With blood dripping from his mouth like a gushing waterfall

Isabel:

He is as scary and as fierce as a lion
As fast as a cheetah
As vicious as a viper

Maddie W:

As hungry as a starving lion
As horrifying as you can imagine,
If he sees you, you’re in trouble
Don’t leave your window open tonight!

Jack L:

Blood stains on my tunic
Bones in my bed from breakfast
I’m the most freaky, ferocious, fearsome giant around

Catherine & Sophie Traf: Maidmasher!
Repulsive and hideous
Blood dripping from his beard
Old chunks of humans bones gripping to his teeth
Emily B & Carrie:

Joe:

He can break a window with one finger
He has no guilt about his supper
Quick and simple is the way he goes
He will have you down in a blink
Lips dark red
Stained with blood
Your heart will stop at the sight of me
Your knees will tremble at the thought of me
Your brain will boggle at the sound of me

Harvey (with Jack H): Meatdripper!
I am hairy and fat!
I am the most relentless of them all!
I tower over the highest of the high!
I will hunt you down till your all gone, human beans!!!
I love the Swedes because they are sour
My tunic is made from the skin of my victims!
Scene 3:

BFG:

Let’s hide in my cave-house. They is goneleft now.

Sophie:
They want to eat me, but what am I going to eat if I’m stuck here
forever with you?
(BFG pulls out a snozzcumber)
BFG: This digustful uckyslush snozzcumber.
Sophie: It looks disgusting!
BFG: It tastes disgusting!
Sophie: Then why on Earth do you eat it?
BFG: It is the only thing to eat…unless you wants to be eating human beans?
Sophie: No! Let me try it then….(bites) How can you eat that!
Charlotte: Snozzcumbers
The foulsome froshbunkles
Poppy:

The rottsome vegetables
Are the only things he eats

Sophie Terry: Because he don’t eat human meat
He is wishing he could have a strawbunkle
Grace:

They is delishful and scrumdiddlyumptious
With single cream
Like a golden daydream

Sophie: (suddenly) What’s that sound?
BFG: It’s the Bloodbottler! Quick! Hide! (Sophie hides behind the BFG)
Bloodbottler (Jack H): Who is you talking to BFG?
BFG: No one. I’m just eating my supper.
Bloodbottler: There is someone here. I can smell a human bean! Where is it
hiding? (He walks around looking, grunting, throwing things about) My tastybuds is
tingling. I is hungry and peckful.
BFG: Try some snozzcumber. They is delumptious!
Bloodbottler: They is green and healthful. (Takes a bite) Yuckyslush! How can you
eat such vile vegetables. I know there’s a bean here somewhere. I can smell it! (He

runs off)

Scene 4:
Sophie: What a mean and horrible giant. I’m glad he’s gone. I’m very thirsty. Do
you have anything to drink?
(BFG pulls out a bottle of Frobscottle)
Sophie: What is that?
Frobscottle Bottle (Isla): Bubbles go down
Cork goes up
Drink it from the bottle
Not from a cup.
Sophie: The bottle speaks!
Frobscottle Bottle: It has a secret identity
Its colour is green
It’s hid in giant country
Never to be seen.
The gas goes down quick
Just like a dropper
It needs to come out
Boom! A whizzpopper!
A sign of true happiness
A moment of joy
The excitement it brings
Like having a new toy.
Lift into the air
Feet off the ground
It’s not just gas that escapes…
Out comes a sound!
BFG: A wonderful whizzpopper! (He trumps and hops into the air) Do try some.
Sophie: Do you think I should?
BFG: You must!

(Sophie drinks and as expected a rude sound is made and she flies off!)
Sophie: Mmmm! Delicious!
BFG: Scrumdiddlyumptious! Almost as good as dream-catching!
Sophie: Dream-catching? What do you mean?

BFG: Look at these bottles. They is all dreams that I has catched up.
Sophie: Show me how you do it.
Scene 5

(The BFG and Sophie begin walking around the stage, picking up bottles)
Isabel: Walking through clouds.
Sophie Trafford: Like a smoke machine.
Maddie B: Floating into the air
Cayden: Catching dreams like picking apples.
Carrie: Fizzwizards
Tiana: Trogglehumpers
Ruby: Catch the ingredients
Charlotte: Mix them together to make a story
Poppy: Listening with giant ears to hear the tiny sounds
BFG: I can mix a billion different dreams like magic!
Scene 6:
Sophie: Tell me about these amazing dreams you have made.
BFG: Each bottle contains a different dream and will be blownup into a little
chiddler’s bedroom giving them a happy memory and a funtime. I writes on the
labels you can look see.
Sophie: I didn’t know you could read or write.
BFG: I is learning from a book I took from a chiddler’s bedroom.
Sophie: I didn’t know you stole.
BFG: I is never stealing anything in the whole wonky world. I borrowed it 82 years
ago, but I will give it back. Follow me Sophie. Listen.
(BFG leads Sophie to where the dream bottles are)

Dream 1 (Charlotte): I is saving my teacher from drowning. I is diving into the
river from a high bridge and I is dragging my teacher Mrs Jakins to the bank and I
has rescued her. I get to go on the Rainbow and I has 10 team points.
Dream 2 (Sophie Terry): Today I is sitting in my classroom and I is staring very
hard at my teacher in a special way. I is able to put her to sleep. She snorkles loudly
and then in marches the headteacher Mrs Watt Jones and she shouts “Wake up Mrs
Bunett! How dare you go to sleep in front of all those Badgers!”
Dream 3 (Poppy): I is making myself a marvellous pair of suction boots. I is able
to walk up the walls and on the ceilings. Mrs Jones is walking past and I is dropping
paper aeroplanes on her and she doesn’t know where they are coming from and she
runs off screaming!
Sophie: Are they all about school?
Dream 4 (Cayden): I is only an eight-year-old boy but I has grown a splendid
bushy beard and the other boys is jealous.
Dream 5 (Grace): I is waking up in the morning and my mum and dad is shouting
me to tidy up my bedroom. I wants to do other things like play with my friends so I
get out of bed and I realise I can fly. My mum is chasing me but I has escaped
through the window and they is all watching me fly into the distance.
Sophie: I like that one, maybe I will fly with you.
BFG: Some of these bottles are not nice dreams. They is trogglehumpers and they is
nightiemares. Quick, Sophie hide three giants is a-hunting.

(The sound of the giants waking. Sophie and BFG hide and Gizardgulper, Manhugger
and Butcher Boy come onto the stage)
Hayden:

Gizardgulper!
He will gulp you up
As soon as he pops you in his mouth.
He has a huge grey beard
For wedging humans for later,
With no escape.

Thomas:

I have a massive red mark of blood on my chin
From my previous meal.
I have the liking for the people of Panama
For the taste of hats.

Sam:

Manhugger!
Half-naked and bloodthirsty monster
Roaming around Giant Country.
Malicious and vicious

He is greedy and grotesque
Matthew S:

Grace:

Olivia:

Every day I gallop off
To devour a ton of human beans
With eight other brutal giants.
My beard is full of arms and legs
So I can save some for later.
Butcher Boy!
Fierce and ferocious
Towering above everything
Strides as long as a football pitch
Colossal and grotesque
Revolting, man-eating giants.
Eyes bulging
My beard is as long as giraffe’s neck
My taste buds tingling
I’m as fast as lightning
Be afraid
Beware of me
Beware BFG!

Tiana: But what can BFG and Sophie do, to stop these brutes?
Isabel: Sophie thinks of a plan. It’s a grand plan!
Sophie: Can you make someone dream exactly what I want, when I want?
BFG: You is wanting to mix a dream, but who is it for?
Sophie: You, BFG, are going to mix a nasty, but true, nightmare for the Queen of
England!
Carrie:

A foulsome trogglehumper!

Maddie B:

Worse than ever before!

Sophie Trafford: For her majesty the queen!
Charlotte:

A dream of child snatching!

Grace:

A dream of nine ferocious giants!

Sophie Terry: A dream of giants eating children!
Poppy:

Until the BFG rescues everyone and captures the giants!

Ruby:
Tiana:

With the help of a small girl called Sophie!
She’s sitting on the windowsill

Maddie B:

Of the queen’s bedroom at Buckingham Palace!

Isabel:

So now they will fly to London….

Sophie Terry: The plan is ready and BFG and Sophie are on their way.
Scene 8
BFG: You hunker down there Sophie.
Sophie: Your ear is so comfortable.
BFG: Did you know that I can hear a little ladybug jibbling on its leaf?
Sophie: Really?
BFG: Ah! Sophie, it’s just like you have planted a bomb in my ear!
Sophie: I’ll talk in a whisper and watch the view below.
Matthew W: Flying high over Big Ben
Thomas: Soaring across the River Thames
Matthew S: Spotting the London Eye
Jack L: Spying on the people
Jack H: Recognising Westminster Abbey
Oliver: Leaping over Wembley Stadium
Hayden: Landing silently in the Queen’s garden
Joe: Listening for the sound of breathing
Olivia: Hiding in the shadows
Matthew W: The BFG blows his dream through the window
Thomas: And little Sophie perches on the windowsill.
Scene 9:

Jack H: As Sophie sits silently; waiting for morning, the Queen wakes up with a
frightful yell.
Queen (Emily): Oh!
Mary: (Carrying a newspaper) Whatever is the matter your majesty?
Margaret: (Carrying a tray) What has happened?
Queen: I just had the most frightful dream about children being snatched by greedy
giants!
Mary: How peculiar. (Opens the paper and looks). Oh dear…I feel rather faint!
Margaret: So do I! How shocking!
Queen: Whatever is the matter?
Mary: Have you seen the paper?
Margaret: Have you read it yet?
Queen: (putting her glasses on). Children from dormitories are going missing! But
surely not by giants?
Mary: No ma’am, it doesn’t say that.
Margaret: But everything else is just the same
Queen: But I dreamt an awful lot more. Would you be so good as to open the
curtains?
Mary: Certainly your majesty.
Margaret: I’m sure it’s all been a dream.
Queen: (She sees Sophie). Oh my goodness gracious! It is true!
Margaret: (Drops her tray). Ah!
Mary: I don’t believe it!
Queen: There IS a small child on my windowsill! Just like in my frightful nightmare!
Sophie: Hello, your majesty. I am called Sophie and I’m here to help.
Queen: I know. You’re here to catch the nine man-eating giants.

Mary: Man-eating giants! (faints)
Margaret: Nine of them! (faints)
Queen: Oh dear, poor ladies.
Sophie: I have a friend. Would you like to meet him? He’s a big friendly giant.
Queen: I’d love to meet him. Now dear, would you please come down from the
windowsill, you must be terribly cold.
Sophie: Thank you, ma’am.
Queen: Fetch her something to keep her warm and fasten it on with my lucky
brooch.
Mary: Of course, your royal highness.
Margaret: Right away. (They scuttle off)
Sophie: That’s very kind of you. BFG, don’t be shy. Come and meet the Queen!

(Soldiers come out of the corners and point guns at the BFG)
Sophie: Please don’t hurt him.
Queen: (to the Head of Army) Tell the soldiers to stand down.
Head of Army: Stand down!
BFG: Your majester, I am your humbug servant.
Thomas: Sophie and BFG were very hungry.
Jack L: The Queen was happy to have guests, but not hungry guests.
Matthew S: How can you feed a BFG when there are no snozzcumbers?
Oliver: You need an expert at solving problems.
Harvey: Someone who has an answer for every problem.
Matthew W: Mr Tibbs, the Queen’s butler.
Scene 11

(The BFG crawls onto the stage. The sound of breaking glass)

BFG: Sorry for breaking that whopsy big glass windy.
Mr Tibbs (Hayden): It was the Queen’s very own chandelier. Never mind. The
giant must be fed, but first of all he needs a table. He is rather big.

(servants appear on stage and mime creating a huge seat.)
Thomas: Look at how quickly these royal servants work.
Olivia: They’ve made a table in no time at all!
Mr Tibbs: Four grandfather clocks for the legs and the prince’s ping pong table for
the top. That’s perfect. Now he needs a seat.

(The servants scuttle around and mime making the seat)
Jack H: The problem is solved. The furniture is made. But what about the food?
Mr Tibbs: Bring the BFG 24 rashers of bacon, 12 fried eggs and a gallon of baked
beans.

(Food is brought in on a small plate. Drumroll…The BFG eats it in one gulp)
Matthew S: That didn’t last very long!
Mr Tibbs: Please fetch him the same again.

(Food is brought in on a small plate. Drumroll…The BFG eats it in one gulp)
Matthew W: Swallowed in one giant gulp!
Mr Tibbs: Please fetch him the same once again.

(Food is brought in on a small plate. Drumroll…The BFG eats it in one gulp)
Oliver: The BFG has a very healthy appetite!
Mr Tibbs: I think that was the last of the food in the whole palace. I’ll go and
speak to the chef. (He leaves)
Queen: I’m sure the BFG would like something to drink. What do you normally
have?
BFG: I normally only drinks frobscottle. It’s delunctious!
Mary: I don’t think we have any of that in Buckingham Palace.
Margaret: Is it tasty?

Sophie: It’s green and fizzy and it has a rather (pinches her nose) funny effect.
Queen: Perhaps he would like some coffee instead.

Coffee is brought in on a small cup. Drumroll…
BFG: That is uckyslush! Frobscottle is much more fizzsmacking lipstingling. (He

takes out a bottle)

Sophie: That means he likes it.
Queen: I think I’d like to have a taste. I like a fizzy drink very much.
Sophie: But, your majesty…
Queen: I’d love to try some.
(BFG hands over the bottle)
Queen: In a glass of course.
(Queen sips elegantly with her little finger poked in the air.)
Queen: This is rather nice. In fact it’s (stops suddenly).
Mary: Quick Margaret. Hold her down!
Margaret: She’s going to float away!
Queen: Oh, good heavens, I think I’m going to… Yippee! (She flies off screaming)
Scene 12
Jack L: The Queen soon flies back and she is ready to listen to the grand plan.
Joe: She’s had the dream and now she’s met the BFG.
Olivia: She knows she must trust him.
Sophie Terry: She knows she must trust Sophie.
Jack H: She knows she must never drink frobscottle again!
BFG: …And that is how we is getting rid of those mean mangling giants forever and
a daze.
Queen: Call the Head of the Army!

Mr Tibbs: Head of the Army!
(The Head of the Army marches in)
Queen: Call the Head of the Air Force!
Mr Tibbs: Head of the Air Force!
(The Head of the Air Force marches in)
Head of Air Force (Sonny): (Bowing). Your majesty, what is your command? I am
your servant and will do anything to help.
Head of Army (Sam): (Bowing). Your majesty what is your wish, tell me and I will
grant it? I am your most humble servant and will do anything in my power to help.
Head of Air Force: (Bowing lower). Tell me how I may be of service to you.
Head of Army: (Bowing even lower, onto his knees). Words cannot express how
much I am prepared to do, to be of service.
Head of Air Force: (Bowing lower, almost laying down) I am your true servant.
Head of Army: (Bowing lower, almost laying down, pushing past) I am your true
servant.
Queen: Will you tell them BFG?
BFG: You two human beans must get your 9 biggest bellypoppers.
Head of Air Force: What does he mean by bellypoppers?
Sophie: He means helicopters.
Head of Army: Why can’t he say what he means?
BFG: Sometimes what I says and what I means are two completely different things.
Queen: Thank you BFG, we understand. Tell these fools, sorry men, what else they
will need to go with the bellypo…I mean helicopters.
BFG: We need ropeties and chaingrabbers to tie up the 9 giants onto the belly of
the bellypoppers like portedoes.
Head of Air Force: What in heaven’s name is he blabbering on about?
Head of Army: Whatever does he mean?

Queen: He needs you need to go and do your jobs. And fetch me the 9 giants!
Now!
Scene 13

(The 9 giants return to the stage. They stretch, lay down and start to sleep)
Poppy: The giants are slumbering in the midday sun.
Grace: The bellypoppers are fast approaching.
Head of Air Force: I don’t know where we are going.
Head of Army: We’ve flown right off the last page of the atlas!
Sophie: This is Giant Country.
BFG: Look. There they are, fast aslumber in the Land of Noddy.
Head of Air Force: Right ho! Men, go and do your thing. Fetch those jeeps. Go
and tie up those thingies!
Head of Army: We’ll stay right here and defend the helicopter from danger.
Head of Air Force: Yes, we’re right behind you.
Head of Army: About 3 miles behind you!
Head of Air Force: Follow the BFG, so we can capture those giants.
Head of Army: Maybe I will get a medal for my bravery.
(The giants are tied up by the soldiers, apart from the Fleshlumpeater who is
sleeping on one arm and wakes up)
Cayden: I can’t tie this one up!
Head of Air Force: That one’s woken up! Retreat! Retreat!
Head of Army: Let’s get out of here! We’re all going to die!
Head of Air Force: I won’t get my medal!
Sophie: Time for action.
BFG: Sophie! What is you doing?

(Sophie walks towards the Fleshlumpeater, taking off her brooch)

Head of Army:

What on Earth is that girl doing?

Head of Air Force:

She’s a nincompoop!

(She creeps up and stabs the Fleshlumpeater on his ankle.)
Fleshlumpeater (Jack L): Ow! Ooh! Ouch! I’ve been bitten!
BFG: I seed it Fleshlumpeater. It was a ginormous slippery snake. A vicious viper!
Fleshlumpeater: I’m going to die! This is the end! Mommy!
(He falls to the ground.)
Sophie: Tie him up! Let’s go home!
Scene 14
Charlotte: The giants were taken back to London and thrown into an enormous pit.
Ruby: They were left there forever.

(BFG, Sophie, Queen, Mary and Mary 2 enter)
Queen: BFG, you will live like a prince in your own palace.
Mary: I will teach you how to read.
Margaret: And I will teach you how to write.
BFG: I is happy and thankyful. Sophie will helps me too.
Queen: Sophie will live next door in her own house.
Sophie: I have my own house! I’ll never have to sleep in the orphanage ever again.
Mary: But what about those giants?
Margaret: Those nine hungry giants?
Queen: We will put them in a pit and feed those horrible brutes snozzcumbers.
BFG: They deserve it! Don’t give them any frobscottle!
Sophie Terry: So the giants stayed in the huge pit.
Grace: They ate only snozzcumbers until one day three drunken people fell in.

(Enter Poppy, Jack H and Harvey)
Jack H: Hey look at those giants!
Poppy: They look all cute and friendly.
Harvey: Let’s get closer for a better look. Ahhh!!!!
Tiana: The heads of the army and air force were given medals for their……bravery?
Head of Air Force: Thank you, your royal highness.
Head of Army: Thank you, your majesty, it was nothing.
Queen:

But the real heroes are the BFG and of course Sophie.

(Everyone claps)
Mary: And the BFG wrote down the whole story in a lovely book.
Margaret: And that is the story we have just told you.

